Introduction
Tool condition monitoring is very important for process automation. The excessive tool wear can cause the machining dimension distortion, increase the scrap rate and the production cost [1] . Tool condition monitoring has an important effect on slowing tool wear rate, workpiece surface quality control and process optimization. Tool wear monitoring has two basic methods currently, one is direct monitoring method, the other is indirect monitoring method. Most of the methods are indirect [2] [3] [4] .
We can use visual or optical signals to analyze the tool state in direct monitoring method. However, it is difficult to be used in the actual machining process. The most widely used monitoring signals in indirect monitoring method are acoustic emission, cutting force and vibration acceleration signals [8] . The biggest limitation is not the sensing technology but the analysis technology [9] .
The correlation between the change of cutting force and tool wear has been widely recognized. There are some advantages of using vibration signal to monitor the tool state, such as robustness, high reliability and fast response, which are very important for online real-time monitoring.
The research of using vibration signals to carry on the tool condition monitoring is discussed in this paper. There are mainly four kinds of characteristic signals that characterize the tool wear state: natural frequency amplitude, high frequency band amplitude, tooth frequency amplitude and frequency band energy.
Lim found that there was a strong correlation between tool wear and natural frequency amplitude of the tool rod [5] . Chelladurai analyzed the correlation between peak amplitude of high frequency band and tool wear [1] . Barreiro analyzed the correlation between maximum amplitude of high frequency band and tool wear [7] . Tomas analyzed the correlation between PSD energy change of tool tooth frequency and tool wear [6] .
The present tool wear identification methods have high correlation with the cutting parameters, the application of the identification methods is limited. So the trend of tool condition monitoring is to find a tool wear identification method which is independent of the cutting parameters.
Dimla found that the tool tip wear might better characterize the tool life than the wear of tool side rack [1] . So we will mainly study the correlation between tool tip wear and vibration signals of turning tool. Change factor of tool-workpiece system in cutting process can lead to the change of low frequency operational mode of CNC machine tool structure. So we will study tool wear of turning process based on operational modal analysis (OMA) in this paper.
The dynamic change of the tool-workpiece system in cutting process is studied based on OMA. A frequency domain method named op.polymax algorithm can be used to process the PSD of vibration acceleration response signals. Each order mode of CNC machine tool can be accurately determined in machining process. We analyze the change factor sensitivity of tool-workpiece system in different directions as well as each order low-frequency operational mode of different parts in continuous cutting process. This is defined as the dynamic sensitivity method. Dynamic sensitivity changes with the cutting excitation energy. And the corresponding direction's structure dynamic sensitivity parameters will change significantly. Thus we can obtain the variation of wear. The method is significantly different from the traditional spectrum analysis.
In this paper, we will use dynamic sensitivity method to study the tool condition monitoring.
Experimental design of dynamic sensitivity method
Firstly, a common experimental system of impact and cutting experiments is shown in Fig.1 . The details of the experimental system are shown in table 1. Secondly, cutting a large-diameter workpiece is taken as an example to detail the cutting process system and arrangement of sensor measuring points as shown in Fig.2 . The measuring point 1 is on the tool rod near the cutting edge. The measuring point 2 is on the X table. The measuring point 3 is on the Z table. The measuring point 4 is on the down guide and the measuring point 5 is on the spindle side.
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Dynamic sensitivity analysis in static state
This section mainly analyzes the dynamic sensitivity in static state. The sensitive directions, sensitive components and dominant modes of each low frequency mode in 0-120Hz were analyzed.
The low frequency modal sensitivity analysis in static state utilized the impact experiment data. We impacted the Z direction of the tool, Z direction of X table, X, Y, Z direction of Z table in the impact experiments, then obtained the FRF. Fig.3 shows the impact test in +Z direction of X table. The frequency response function (FRF) of each measuring point were obtained after the impact test, and then the steady-state diagram calculated by PolyMAX algorithm is shown in Fig.4 The sensitivity analysis is conducted mainly from the sensitivity directions, the sensitivity parts and the dominant mode. The principle of judgment is: According to the comprehensive analysis of the FRF of different measuring points, if the mode peak exists in the certain direction regardless of different measuring points, and the amplitude is relatively large, then the mode is sensitive to this direction. With the same impact, the component with the largest FRF amplitude is considered as the sensitive part. According to this principle, the dominant mode can be determined. Fig.5 shows that the amplitudes of 30Hz and 36Hz are significant, so they are both sensitive to the Z direction. The amplitude of 30Hz is the largest at the spindle measuring point, so it is sensitive to the measuring point on the spindle. The amplitude of the 36Hz is the largest at the impact point located on X table and the amplitude is the second on the spindle away from the impact point. So the 36Hz is also sensitive to the spindle. This is an interaction that takes the three-dimensional excitation of the tool tip, the structural vibration complexity as well as the transfer function between the various measuring points into account. The aim is to determine the sensitive modes of the different components.
Modal Parameters and Sensitivity Summarization in Low Frequency Band of CNC Machine Tool
By analyzing the frequency steady-state diagram of each direction and each measuring point in the five impact experiments and combining with the sensitive components as well as sensitive directions of each mode, the results are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that 35Hz is the dominant mode of the spindle in Z direction, while 85Hz is the dominant mode of the tool in X direction and 19Hz is the dominant mode of the spindle in X direction. The dominant mode in X direction is 85 Hz, and the dominant mode in Z direction is 36 Hz.
Conclusion
In static state, 85Hz of X direction is the most sensitive to the tool. In 0-120 Hz frequency band, the modal sensitive directions in the lower frequency bands 30-40 Hz are mainly Z-direction of the spindle. The modal sensitive directions in the higher frequency bands 80-90 Hz are X direction of the tool. And the lowest mode 19Hz and the highest mode 105Hz are X direction of the spindle. So the modal sensitivity has a certain regularity.
The dynamic sensitivity analysis under operating conditions was carried out. Because the reasons for space is not detailed. For the dominant mode, the modal sensitivity is high in both static and dynamic state. Although many factors such as boundary condition change a lot in cutting conditions, the modal sensitive parts do not change. It indicates that the modal sensitivity is the basic attribute. Therefore, it is reliable to analyze the dynamic sensitivity of the tool-workpiece system by the amplitude change of the operational modes during the cutting process.
